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Abstract

How do lobbying strategies change as legislation advances, and do lobbying activities

influence the voting behaviors of legislators? Answering these questions is crucial to under-

standing interest group politics, however, systematic observation of lobbying contacts over

time and across political actors is challenging. Using a novel dataset constructed from foreign

lobbying reports, I analyze lobbying activities by the governments of Colombia, Panama, and

South Korea regarding their respective free trade agreements over a span of ten years (2003

- 2012). I find that lobbyists on behalf of foreign countries target different groups of leg-

islators, both regarding their opinions on free trade and institutional positions, between the

agenda-setting and voting stages. Contributions made to members who serve on trade-related

committees are associated with higher quality contacts - contacts with members as opposed

to contacts with staffers - and there is a tighter link between contributions and access among

members who are in leadership positions or who face more electoral competition. I also find

that lobbying contacts are significantly correlated with voting outcomes.
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1 Introduction

The political process is a competition among various groups within a society to achieve opportu-

nities to express their voices in the policy-making process (Schattschneider 1960). Lobbying is a

key tool for interest groups to shape political processes (Baumgartner et al. 2009); however, the

extent of the intensity, depth, and impact of lobbying activities is difficult to study due to limited

information about lobbying contacts (de Figueiredo and Richter 2014). The Lobbying Disclosure

Act of 1995 (LDA), which regulates the domestic lobbying process, only requires lobbyists to dis-

close the identity of the chamber of Congress or federal agency contacted, and does not require

disclosure of the identity of contacted persons. As a result, scholars have relied on interviews

with legislators and lobbyists to acquire information on the identities of targeted policy-makers.

Furthermore, existing empirical research focuses on a relatively short window of time, rather than

the whole period during which a bill is introduced to the policy community, discussed, and finally

enacted (or not) into law.

Lack of comprehensive lobbying contact information also significantly limits scholars’ endeav-

ors to understand the relationship between campaign contributions and access as well as identify

the effect of lobbying on the behavior of legislators. While several existing studies identify the

impact of lobbying spending on various policy outcomes (e.g., Wright 1990; de Figueiredo and

Silverman 2006; Baumgartner et al. 2009; Richter, Samphantharak, and Timmons 2009; Kang

2016; Goldstein and You 2017), it has been difficult to observe how lobbying contacts change

legislators’ behavior. This is in stark contrast to the vast literature on the effect of campaign con-

tributions on roll-call voting, where scholars can identity the amount of contributions made from

special interest groups to individual legislators.1

In this paper, I advance the literature on interest groups by studying a novel dataset constructed

from the lobbying reports mandated by the Foreign Agents Registration Act (FARA). What distin-

guishes the FARA from the LDA is the scope of its disclosure requirements. The FARA requires

1See Ansolabehere, de Figueiredo, and Snyder (2003) for a summary of studies on the influence of campaign
contributions on roll-call voting.
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that lobbyists representing foreign entities, usually US lobbying firms, submit semi-annual reports

detailing all lobbying contacts - including information on who, when, why, and how those contacts

were made - along with information on payments made by foreign entities to lobbying firms. The

lobbying contact data includes not only contacts to members of Congress, but also contacts to bu-

reaucrats in the executive branches and to personnel working in the media and think tanks. This

rich set of information allows me to measure the intensity of lobbying to each policymaker over

time.

In particular, I focus on the activities that the governments of Colombia, Panama, and South

Korea undertook to lobby the United States government regarding their respective free trade agree-

ments (FTA); all of which were ratified by Congress in the same session in 2011. Unlike the ma-

jority of foreign government lobbying that does not target a specific piece of legislation, lobbying

activities by these three foreign governments regarding free trade agreements with the US can be

directly linked to roll-call voting on the ratification of each treaty in Congress. In addition, scholars

who are interested in estimating the effect of interest groups on policy outcomes have made trade

policy one of their most studied areas (e.g., Bailey and Brady 1998; Baldwin and Magee 2000;

Davis 2004; Gawande and Hoekman 2006; Milner and Tingley 2015; Kim 2017; Davis 2019).

I follow the lobbying activities by the governments of Colombia, Panama, and South Korea on

FTAs from the 108th Congress (2003-2004) to the 112th Congress (2011-2012). Hence, I am able

to follow a policy issue and relevant lobbying activities for almost a decade - from the beginning

to the end of a policy enactment process. I collected detailed information for over 5,800 individual

contacts that lobbyists made with policymakers, including legislators, their staffers, and govern-

ment officials at executive agencies such as the Office of the United States Trade Representative.

Based on this dataset, I first conduct a dynamic analysis focusing on whom the lobbyists con-

tacted, and - if they lobbied a policymaker - when and how they contacted her/him. To do this,

I divide the period of study into two stages for each of the three trade agreements: one stage for

determining the content of the trade agreement, which I call the “agenda-setting stage”; and the

other stage for determining the fate of the agreement via votes, which I call the “voting stage.”
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The point at which the two stages are divided is when the final trade agreement was signed by

the executive branches of each country’s government. This allows me to examine how lobbying

strategies change between the two stages.

My analysis on lobbying activities over time yields four findings. First, a large fraction of

total lobbying activities on each trade agreement occurred during the agenda-setting period, while

lobbying intensity, as measured by per-day expenditures and contact frequency, is much higher

during the voting stage. Second, more powerful legislators, defined as those who are either com-

mittee chairs or party leaders, are more likely to be contacted during both stages. Third, staunch

opponents of the trade agreements are lobbied in both stages, and the intensity of lobbying to-

wards these opponents tends to decrease in the voting stage relative to the agenda-setting stage.

Lastly, electorally vulnerable legislators are lobbied more heavily during the voting stage than

in the agenda-setting stage. These patterns indicate that lobbying strategies concerning whom to

target vary as legislation advances in Congress.

Using detailed dates of campaign contributions made by either a lobbying firm’s Political Ac-

tion Committee (PAC) or by lobbyists who provided lobbying services to foreign clients during six-

month periods, I also study relationships between contributions and lobbying contacts. I find that

campaign contributions and contacts are positively correlated and contributions made to Congress

members who served on trade-related committees are associated with higher quality contacts (i.e.,

contacts with members as opposed to contacts with their staffers). To further study the relationship

of money and access, I look at the chronological sequence of contacts and campaign contributions.

In particular, I find that about 4% of the contact records in the data are associated with campaign

contributions within a 30-day window of that contact (referred to as “timely contributions”). These

timely contributions are more frequently given to members with a leadership position or those who

face more electoral competition.

Next, I examine whether lobbying contacts on behalf of foreign governments influence leg-

islators’ votes. The lack of comprehensive lobbying contact information also significantly limits

scholars’ endeavors to identify the effect of lobbying on the behavior of legislators. Assessing
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the impact of lobbying on voting behavior is challenging even with comprehensive contact data

because lobbying decisions about who to target are not random.

To address this selection bias, I use lobbying contacts by foreign countries other than Colombia,

Panama, and South Korea on non-trade issues in years before voting on free trade agreements as

an instrumental variable. A legislator may learn that meeting with a lobbyist on behalf of other

foreign countries is actually useful in gathering policy-relevant information. Therefore, she may

be more willing to give access to a lobbyist who represented either Colombia, or Panama, or South

Korea. However, other countries’ contacts in the years before voting on FTAs on non-trade issues

may not have had any direct influence on voting on FTA legislation in 2012. By exploiting the

information on contact intensity at each member level from the FARA reports, and by employing

instrumental variable analysis to address endogeneity, I find that lobbying contacts are significantly

correlated with House members’ votes on FTA bills.

This article makes several contributions to the literature of special interest groups. First, by

constructing a novel dataset on detailed lobbying contacts from the beginning to the end of a policy

enactment process, I can follow the lobbying activities for different periods of the policymaking

process. My analysis reveals that sets of politicians targeted between the agenda-setting and voting

stages are different. Second, this article highlights the role of foreign governments in constructing

US trade policy. Trade policy has been one of the most studied areas for scholars who are interested

in estimating the effect of interest groups on policy outcomes (e.g., Grossman and Helpman 1994;

Goldberg and Maggi 1999; Davis 2004; Milner and Tingley 2015; Kim 2017); however, the role

of foreign entities in shaping US trade policy has received little attention.2 By analyzing detailed

lobbying contacts made to members of Congress, this article provides new evidence for foreign

entities’ ability to influence members’ votes on trade policy.

Although I employ foreign lobbying contact data to understand lobbying resource allocation

and the relationship between lobbying and voting, the results presented in this paper can be gen-

eralized to understand the broader lobbying process. Half of the lobbying firms hired by foreign

2Exceptions are Gawande, Krishna, and Robbins 2006; Gawande, Maloney, and Montes-Rojas 2009.
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governments in the sample also represented domestic clients; and these 14 firms combined, had

over 10% of the total shares in the domestic lobbying industry and represented 1,515 domestic

clients during the period 2008-2010.3 Also, 72% of total contacts and 78% of total congressional

contacts made on behalf of the governments of Colombia, Panama, and South Korea were con-

ducted through those 14 firms. These findings suggest that the conclusions from this study can

have general implications for the lobbying process.

2 Whom to Target?

One of the key questions in the lobbying literature is how to identify the types of legislators who are

targeted by lobbyists. Examining the identities of policy-makers who are lobbied allows us to study

how interest groups allocate their scarce resources to influence the political process. The extant lit-

erature on targeting reveals some targeting-strategy patterns in the lobbying process (de Figueiredo

and Richter (2014)).

First, powerful legislators, such as committee chairs, ranking members, or members in lead-

ership positions, are more likely to be targeted because they have agenda-setting power that can

influence the prospects of legislation (Evans 1996; Hojnacki and Kimball 2001). Second, lobby-

ists tend to target sponsors or co-sponsors of bills who have greater knowledge of, and information

about, legislation (Hojnacki and Kimball 1998). Third, legislators who are allies of interest groups,

meaning those who have policy preferences similar to lobbying groups, tend to be heavily targeted

(Kollman 1997; Caldeira and Wright 1998; Hojnacki and Kimball 1999; Hall and Deadorff 2006;

Hall and Miler 2008); and swing legislators are sometimes contacted (Kelleher and Yackee 2009).

Fourth, some argue that lobbyists target opposing legislators and this provides an incentive for

other groups to lobby their allies to counteract the lobbying efforts by competing groups (Austen-

Smith and Wright 1994, 1996).

3Calculations were made by the author based on the data compiled by The Center for Responsible Politics
(opensecrets.org). Top lobbying firms, measured by total revenues in the domestic lobbying market (https:
//www.opensecrets.org/lobby/top.php?indexType=l), such as Patton Boggs LLP or Akin, Gump et al. are
active intermediaries in the foreign lobbying market.
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Scholars arrive at different conclusions about targeting strategies in part because they examine

different points in time in the legislative process. Studies that examine lobbying activities during

the committee stages find that lobbyists target committee chairs, legislative allies, and sponsors of

bills (Evans 1996; Kollman 1997; Hojnacki and Kimball 1999). Since the committee stage matters

for agenda setting and the contents of bills, it is natural for scholars to observe that lobbyists contact

legislators who have the most influence on those activities. Scholars who examine the voting stage,

however, find that interest groups lobby allies as well as swing voters to secure support for specific

legislation (Hojnacki and Kimball 1998; Kelleher and Yackee 2009). However, the legislative

process can generate different lobbying intensities and dynamics and it is possible that the same

interest group could change its tactics depending on the stage of the legislative process (Grossmann

and Pyle 2013). Focusing on only a specific point in time within the entire legislative process

potentially yields an incomplete understanding of resource allocation by interest groups. Following

lobbying activities for the entire duration of the legislative process - from bill introduction to the

enactment of law - is important to understand fully the targeting strategies employed by lobbyists.

Due to a lack of systematic lobbying contact information, most of the existing literature on

targeting also relies on survey data from lobbyists to measure lobbying contacts. As noted above,

lobbyists submitting reports under the LDA are not required to disclose the identities of targeted

legislators. While the survey method has its own advantages, there are several shortcomings of

such an approach for studying lobbying such as non-random response rates from lobbyists and a

small number of observations (de Figueiredo and Richter 2014). In addition, relying on survey data

makes it challenging to measure the intensity of targeting, which is another important dimension

of lobbying strategy. More specifically, while surveys of lobbyists reveal the identities of targeted

legislators, it is difficult to identify the intensity of groups’ targeting efforts at various stages of the

legislative process. Although the availability of lobbying disclosure reports allows measurement

of the intensity of lobbying through the amount of lobbying money spent, these reports do not offer

the chance to measure the intensity of targeting efforts.

Another important question in the literature on interest groups is how to identify the extent to
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which interest groups influence voting choices of legislators and policy outcomes through cam-

paign contributions and lobbying activities (Grossman and Helpman 1994; Austen-Smith 1995;

Wright 1996; Grossman and Helpman 2001; Baumgartner et al. 2009). While a vast amount of

studies have been done on the effect of campaign contributions, both on roll-call voting and policy

outcomes (Stratmann 1991; Snyder 1992; McCarty and Rothenberg 1996; Goldberg and Maggi

1999; Gawande and Bandyopadhyay 2000; Mian, Sufi, and Trebbi 2010), research on the effect

of lobbying on policy outcomes has recently burgeoned. One feature that distinguishes empirical

lobbying literature from the literature on campaign contributions is that the majority of the research

focuses on lobbying’s effect on policy outcomes (de Figueiredo and Silverman 2006; Baumgart-

ner et al. 2009; Richter, Samphantharak, and Timmons 2009; Facchini, Mayda, and Mishra 2011;

Kang 2016; Goldstein and You 2017), leaving the effect of lobbying on legislators’ voting choices

unpacked.4

Unlike campaign contributions, lobbying reports do not distinguish how much time is spent

to lobby specific legislators. This limitation explains why there is a dearth of empirical literature

on lobbying’s influence on individual legislator’s roll-call voting and why the extent of groups’

lobbying activities has been exclusively measured by their lobbying expenditures. While lobbying

expenditures can show interest groups’ willingness to participate in the political process, these

raw expenditure totals do not show how groups allocated their expenditures between legislative

and executive bodies, both of which are critical institutions. Nor does it show how effectively

expenditures were distributed across different members of the legislature. For example, targeting

members of the House Ways and Means Committee or the Senate Finance Committee who have

direct jurisdiction over trade policy in Congress could be more effective in influencing trade policy

than targeting members whose committee assignments are less relevant to international trade issues

even though exactly the same amount was spent on lobbying each group. Hence, even if groups

spend equal amounts on lobbying, the composition of lobbying contacts can have starkly different

implications for the effect of lobbying on policy outcomes.

4Wright (1989, 1990) made an effort to compare the effect of campaign contributions and lobbying on legislators’
roll-call voting by using lobbying contact data from interviews with lobbyists.
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Utilizing foreign lobbying reports submitted by lobbyists representing the governments of

South Korea, Colombia, and Panama regarding their respective free trade agreements allows me to

overcome limitations in the extant literature outlined above. First, unlike lobbying reports submit-

ted under the LDA, foreign lobbying reports include detailed information about who is contacted.

Therefore, at each legislative level, I can measure the intensity of lobbying targeting activity. Sec-

ond, detailed lobbying contact information allows me to control the contents of lobbying activities,

along with total lobbying spending. Third, the majority of foreign government lobbying does not

target specific legislation and sometimes lobbyists focus on multiple issues (Hirsch et al. 2019).

Therefore, it is difficult to connect their lobbying activities to specific roll-call voting outcomes.

However, lobbying activities by the governments of South Korea, Colombia, and Panama regard-

ing free trade agreements with the US can be directly linked to roll-call voting on the ratification

of each treaty in the Congress.

3 Foreign Lobbying in the US

Foreign countries and other entities have regular diplomatic relationships with the US government

through official channels such as their embassies in Washington, DC. However, many foreign

entities also have used non-governmental channels by hiring “agents” who represent their interests

via various types of lobbying. The FARA requires that foreign entities hire agents based in the US

if they engage in lobbying, and those hired agents are mandated to submit semi-annual lobbying

disclosure forms. There are two types of agents: in-house agents and contracted agents. In-house

agents are usually organizations from foreign countries that are based in Washington, DC so they

can manage their US offices and monitor daily activities in US institutions. Examples include the

Korea Economic Institute of America, the Austrian Tourism Office, and the India Trade Promotion

Organization. Contracted agents are usually US lobbying firms, law firms, or media consulting

firms that provide their expertise during a given period for specific issues. Some foreign entities

hire only one type of agent while others hire both types.
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When first implemented, the FARA required agents of foreign entities engaged in publish-

ing “political propaganda” to register and disclose their activities, but it did not regulate political

donations by foreign entities. In 1966, after congressional hearings in 1962-1963 revealed cam-

paign contributions to federal candidates by Philippine sugar producers and agents of Nicaraguan

president Luis Somoza, Congress moved to prohibit political contributions in any US election by

any foreign government, political party, corporation, or individual (Powell 1996; Brown 1997;

Gawande, Krishna, and Robbins 2006). A series of attempts by foreign entities to influence US

politics and policy-making processes caused legislators to make the FARA requirement more com-

prehensive; these thorough requirements contrast with the requirements for domestic lobbying ac-

tivities and make the FARA data more valuable.

How large is the scope of foreign lobbying activities? Since May 2007, the Department of

Justice (DOJ) has maintained a website that posts image files of FARA disclosure reports.5 The

earliest image files go back to 1942, and there were 28,852 semi-annual lobbying reports submit-

ted by the end of 2014. The FARA also requires the Attorney General to submit a semi-annual

summary report to Congress regarding foreign lobbying activities. This summary report includes

names of foreign clients, registrants who represented foreign clients, lobbying fees the foreign

clients paid to the registrants, and brief summaries describing the nature of the lobbying services.6

I extract that information from the summary reports to Congress for the period from 1942 through

2014.

Figure 1 presents the over-time patterns of foreign lobbying. Panel (a) shows the number of

sovereign foreign countries in the world and the number of foreign countries from which foreign

lobbying clients originated. Since 1960, foreign clients from more than 100 countries were in-

volved in lobbying activities in the US. Panel (b) shows the total lobbying fees spent by foreign

clients. There is much missing data on lobbying fees before 1978 and the report to Congress for

the period 1964-1977 entirely omitted information on lobbying fees. Therefore, this graph presents

the lobbying fees for the period 1978- 2014. I divide the foreign principals into five categories:

5www.fara.gov
6https://www.justice.gov/nsd-fara/fara-reports-congress
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foreign governments, businesses, political organizations, media, and other.7 Most foreign princi-

pals were either foreign governments or foreign firms. The solid line indicates the total lobbying

fees paid by foreign governments. The dashed line displays the total lobbying fees spent by for-

eign business entities. Since the passage of the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995, foreign firms

that have subsidiaries in the US are allowed to submit lobbying reports under the LDA instead of

FARA, and many foreign business entities have chosen to do so because of the LDA’s less stringent

requirements. This explains a significant drop in lobbying fees by foreign business entities around

the mid-1990s.

Figure 1: Foreign Lobbying Over Time

Notes: Panel (a) shows the number of sovereign foreign countries in the world and the number of foreign
countries from which foreign lobbying clients originated for the period 1946-2014. Panel (b) shows the total
lobbying fees (in 2014 US dollar terms) spent by all foreign clients and by foreign government clients for the
period 1978-2014.

Individual semi-annual lobbying reports provide more detailed information about specific lob-

bying activities. A joint project of ProPublica and the Sunlight Foundation has digitalized FARA

files for the years 2008 through 2010, and this provides a unique opportunity to gauge the scope

of foreign activities in recent years.8 During the three-year period, 144 foreign countries engaged

in any type of lobbying activity in the US and submitted 1,938 semi-annual lobbying reports. In

7Table A1 in the Appendix presents the summary statistics for the tyep sof foreign principals and the foreign agents.
8http://foreign.influenceexplorer.com
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other words, more than two-thirds of the world’s countries engaged in lobbying activities in the

US during the years 2008 through 2010.

The average lobbying expenditure per country during that period was $5.7 million, and total

lobbying expenditures amounted to $821.5 million. Considering that total (domestic) lobbying

expenditures reported via the Lobbying Disclosure Act amounted to $10.35 billion during the

same period, the size of foreign lobbying was relatively large given the number of participating

foreign countries. There were more than 80,000 contacts made on behalf of foreign governments

over the three-year period, and targets covered members of Congress and their staff; bureaucrats

in various executive branches; and personnel working in the media, think tanks, universities and

non-profit organizations. Trade and security were the most commonly lobbied issues and members

in congressional foreign relations committees and bureaucrats in the State Department or Office

of the United States Trade Representative (USTR) were most contacted by lobbyists on behalf of

foreign governments.

While there is abundant research on the influence of special interest groups on trade policy

(e.g., Grossman and Helpman 1994; Bombardini 2008; Bombardini and Trebbi 2012), little at-

tention has been paid to foreign governments as special interests in the politics of trade, despite

their active roles and the intrinsically international nature of trade issues (Grossman and Helpman

1995). For example, the Embassy of the Commonwealth of Australia paid $83,330 to a lobbying

firm, Bockorny, Petrizzo, Inc., for six months of lobbying services to meet with US government

officials and members of Congress to discuss US-Australia Free Trade Negotiations regarding beef

and wheat for the period from August 1, 2003 through January 31, 2004.9 More recently, the Em-

bassy of Japan paid $384,000 to Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld, LLP, for lobbying services

regarding the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) negotiation for the six-month period ending June 30,

2015.10

Gawande, Krishna, and Robbins (2006) take foreign lobbying seriously in trade policymak-

ing and show that lobbying spending by foreign entities is associated with lower trade barriers.

9https://www.fara.gov/reports/June30-2004.pdf.
10https://www.fara.gov/reports/FARA_JUN_2015.pdf
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Gawande, Maloney, and Montes-Rojas (2009) also offer evidence that after Caribbean govern-

ments lobbied the US, tourist arrivals from the US to Caribbean destinations increased. While

Gawande, Krishna, and Robbins (2006) and Gawande, Maloney, and Montes-Rojas (2009) shed

light on the role of foreign lobbying in US trade policy, they measure the extent of groups’ lobby-

ing activities only by foreign entities’ lobbying expenditures, leaving lobbying contact information

unexamined. The expenditures do not show the way different groups allocated their resources be-

tween legislative and executive bodies, both of which are critical players, and how effectively

expenditures were distributed across different legislators. Specific contact information under for-

eign lobbying reports provides a unique opportunity to examine the content of lobbying activities,

along with total lobbying spending.

4 Background of Free Trade Agreements and Data

A free trade agreement (FTA) is one way to reduce trade barriers between two or more countries

and establish a more stable and open trading and investment environment. The US entered its first

FTA with Israel in 1985; as of February, 2019, the United States has implemented 14 FTAs with 20

countries.11 After enactment of the Trade Promotion Authority (known as “fast track”) under the

Bipartisan Trade Promotion Act of 2002 that granted the president and executive branches authority

to negotiate international agreements with other countries, the George W. Bush administration

initiated discussions of potential free trade agreements with Colombia, Panama, and South Korea

in 2003.

Free trade agreements between the United States and each of those countries were signed in

November 2006 (Panama) and June 2007 (South Korea and Colombia) by the Bush administra-

tion; but due to various domestic political challenges and concerns, their ratifications were delayed.

First, by the time President George W. Bush signed the treaties, Democrats held majorities in both

chambers of Congress and ratification was not considered likely before the 2008 presidential elec-

tion. Therefore, the South Korean and Panamanian FTAs were not even introduced for ratification
11https://ustr.gov/trade-agreements (accessed on February 20th, 2019).
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votes until 2011. Second, during the 2008 presidential campaign, then-Senator Obama expressed

reservations about all three treaties; and many of his concerns were shared by other legislators.

Many Democrats were apprehensive that the terms of the Colombian treaty were unfavorable to

local labor unions. Democrats suspected that some of the Panamanian treaty terms might make

the Latin American nation a tax haven for American businesses. The South Korean treaty was

the largest and most complicated of the three, and it was the source of significant special interest

opposition in the US and in South Korea.

These challenges were eventually faced during the Obama administration. The administration

started renegotiations with the South Korean government, and the parties reached an agreement

on December 3, 2010. This new accord received support from US automobile companies and the

United Auto Workers, both of which had opposed the previous agreement. On April 6, 2011, the

government of Panama agreed to sign a tax treaty to clear potential tax haven issues. Finally, the

administration received a letter from the Colombian president on April 19, 2011, which assured

the US government of a plan to protect labor rights. These actions paved the way for ratification.

Bills were introduced into Congress on October 3, 2011, and all three pacts were ratified ten days

later without amendment.12

I collected information on all lobbying contacts made by commercial lobbyists whose clients

were one of the three countries studied, and whose contacts were related to the previously men-

tioned free trade agreements.13 Among the FARA reports submitted by the lobbying firms that

represented one of the three countries, I focus on the reports that specifically mentioned “free trade

agreement” in their issue description. Table 1 presents the summary statistics of these data. There

are 145 such reports covering 2003 - 2012, and the three foreign governments paid $24 million to

US lobbying firms for their services.14

12Under the fast-track authority, the president and executive branches have complete authority to negotiate interna-
tional treaties and Congress can only accept or reject the agreement. No amendments or filibusters are allowed.

13There are reports made by non-lobbying firms on behalf of the three countries. Their lobbying activities mainly
comprised monitoring the process rather than contacting members of Congress or the executive branches. Ninety-nine
percent of the contacts made to members of Congress and bureaucrats in federal agencies were made by lobbying
firms. Since my focus is identifying types of legislators contacted and estimating the effect of lobbying on members’
voting, I concentrate on lobbying reports submitted by commercial lobbying firms.

14Among 145 reports, 38 do not include any contact information because those lobbying firms on behalf of the
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Table 1: Lobbying Activities by Foreign Governments, 2003-2012

Country # Firmsa # Reportsb Amount ($)

Colombia 10 27 3,064,223
Panama 14 54 9,956,262
South Korea 17 73 11,742,543

Total 35c 145c 24,763,028

Notes: a. Total number of lobbying firms that were hired by each country. b. Total
number of FARA reports on free trade agreements. c. Because some lobbying
firms represented more than one country, this number is not equal to the sum of the
column.

I extracted contact information from these lobbying reports, which document contacts via meet-

ings, phone calls, emails, and through social events. To capture meaningful communication be-

tween lobbyists and policy-makers, I only used contacts made via meetings or phone calls. Over

the time period, 5,831 such contacts were made. Table 2 presents the summary statistics of these

data. Eighty percent of the contacts targeted members of Congress, but there were a substantial

number of contacts made to those in federal entities, such as the USTR or members of the State De-

partment. Moreover, 31% of the contacts were made in meetings, and there is significant variation

across the three countries regarding targeted institutions and contact type.15

Table 2: Lobbying Contacts by Foreign Governments, 2003 - 2012

Contact Agency Contact Type

Country Total Congress (%) Executive Media Other Meeting (%) Phone

Colombia 791 85.9 10.8 2.5 0.8 42.1 57.9
Panama 876 70.6 24.2 3.8 1.5 70.2 29.8
South Korea 4,164 82.1 11.4 2.7 3.8 21.0 79.0

Total 5,831 80.8 13.2 2.9 3.1 31.2 68.8

three countries did not engage in any political activity. Instead, those firms reported that they provided advice on
general trade matters and analyses regarding trade developments in the US, including monitoring and reporting on
developments of the FTA.

15Among congressional contacts, 67.4% targeted members of the House of Representatives and 21.1% targeted
senators. Congressional staff members in the Senate Finance Committee or House Ways and Means Committee whose
jurisdictions covered international trade were targeted as well (6.4% and 3.8%, respectively). Among the executive
branch contacts, 67.7% targeted the USTR and 8.6% targeted officials at the White House. Contacts to the Department
of State and Department of Commerce followed at 5.7% for each.
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I also collected information from various sources on the 838 unique members of Congress

who served during 2003 - 2012. For each member, I gathered information on (i) ideology (party

affiliation, DW-NOMINATE score), (ii) leadership position and committee assignments, (iii) the

winner’s vote share in the most recent election, (iv) whether the member was affiliated with a

congressional caucus related to one of the three countries or the region to which any of the countries

belonged, (v) campaign contributions from union organizations, and (vi) district characteristics

(trade volume with each country, population size, per capita income, manufacturing job growth,

and China’s import penetration). In addition, I have records of how members who served in the

112th Congress voted on ratification of all three free trade agreements.

5 Analysis on Lobbying Targets

In this section, I analyze how lobbying firms that represented foreign governments allocated their

resources over time and over different targets. I divide the analysis into two stages: the agenda-

setting stage and the voting stage. The agenda-setting stage is defined as beginning on the date of

the earliest lobbying report for one of the three nations studied that mentions “free trade agreement”

as its lobbying issue. Given this definition, the agenda-setting stage started on November 29, 2002,

for South Korea; on August 30, 2004 for Colombia and on May 1, 2003 for Panama. Note that

the treaties were signed in June 2007 for South Korea and Panama, and in November 2006 for

Colombia.16 Hence, lobbying on these treaties started at least two years before they were initially

signed. The agenda-setting stage is defined as ending when the treaties and relevant agreements

were finalized: December 3, 2010, for South Korea; April 6, 2011, for Colombia; and April 19,

2011, for Panama. Hence, the duration of the agenda-setting period was 2,926 days for South

Korea, 2,410 days for Colombia, and 2,910 days for Panama.

The voting stage is defined as beginning immediately after the agenda-setting stage ends, and

ending on the date of the votes in both the House and Senate: October 12, 2011, for all three

countries. Given this definition, the duration of the voting stage was 313 days for South Korea,
16The Bush administration started conversations on free trade agreements in early 2003.
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189 days for Colombia, and 176 days for Panama. During this stage, no amendments to the final

treaties and agreements were made. Dividing lobbying contacts by two periods is possible because

the date of each lobbying contact is included in the lobbying report.

Table 3 shows the lobbying expenditures and lobbying contacts by each country during each

period. Note that I have total lobbying expenditures for a given six-month period, per report. To

calculate the lobbying expenditures for each stage from the data, I pro-rate the report-level data by

the number of reported days. The majority (over 70%) of total lobbying expenditures was spent

during the agenda-setting stage. That said, the intensity of the lobbying activities as measured by

per-day expenditures, is much higher during the voting stage than during the agenda-setting stage.

A similar pattern is obtained when measuring the number of contacts with Congress, executive

agencies, and the media.

Table 3: Lobbying Expenditures and Lobbying Contacts

Agenda Setting Voting

Country Total Per Day Total Per Day

Panel A. Lobbying Expenditures ($)

Colombia 2,701,223 1,168 362,999 1,614
Panama 7,704,098 2,474 2,252,163 7,513
South Korea 7,857,140 3,268 3,795,402 7,607

Panel B. Lobbying Contact

Colombia 330 0.14 461 2.43
Panama 736 0.25 140 0.79
South Korea 2,709 0.92 1,455 4.64

Next, I present how lobbyists on behalf of Colombia, Panama, and South Korea changed their

targets as legislation advanced, and focus on the identities of the targeted legislators. Among the

839 members of Congress who served during the 108th - 112th Congresses, 538 were contacted

at least once via phone or in face-to-face meetings by lobbyists who represented one of the three

foreign countries. In total, 4,681 contacts targeting members of Congress were made.

I seek to identify the types of legislators who were targeted during each stage of the legisla-
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tive process. Specifically, I am interested in whether a member’s position regarding the free trade

agreement - meaning that she was either supportive, undecided, or opposed - is associated with

lobbyists’ targeting in the agenda-setting or voting stage. To analyze lobbyists’ strategies in tar-

geting legislators, I developed the following measure of how favorable or unfavorable legislators’

predispositions were regarding their opinions on trade agreements prior to being lobbied.

First, I collected voting records for 74 trade-related bills from the 108th through 112th Con-

gresses.17 Drawn from voting records on these 74 measures, I constructed ideal points for each

legislator that captures their ideological preferences on free trade.18 There could be concern that

vote choices for those 74 bills may be affected by lobbying activities on behalf of South Korea,

Colombia, and Panama. Therefore, it is inappropriate to use vote choices for those bills to con-

struct the members’ ideal points on free trade. But, none of the 74 bills are specific to one of the

three countries, and none of the lobbying reports submitted by these three foreign governments

mentioned any of these bills.19

In Figure 2, each point represents a contact record by lobbyists representing South Korea; the

party affiliation of the contacted member is also shown. The X-axis indicates the contacted date

and the Y-axis indicates the free trade ideal points.20 It is noteworthy that while free trade negoti-

ations were handled by federal agencies such as the USTR and the Department of State, lobbyists

frequently targeted members of Congress during the process. Given that fast-track authority un-

der the Trade Promotion Act grants all authority to negotiate international trade agreements to the

17Appendix A provides the list of legislation. I excluded FTA legislation on Colombia, Panama, and Korea because
votes on those bills are the outcomes of interest.

18Figure A1 in Appendix B presents the distribution of these free trade ideal points (left), and the relationship
between DW-NOMINATE scores and the free trade ideal points (right). Democrats tended to be more protectionist
and Republicans were more likely to support free trade. It is worth noting that DW-NOMINATE scores are highly
correlated with voting behaviors on trade-related issues.

19Still, it is possible that vote choices for those 74 bills were affected by other lobbying activities or campaign con-
tributions. Therefore, it is difficult to know how much vote choices on previous legislation reflect the true preference
of a legislator. However, given that my interest is to identify legislators’ predispositions on free trade, the source of
the predispositions based on past votes matters less. Also, using interest group scores (Cato Institute and the National
Foreign Trade Council) on congressional members’ free trade attitudes generate similar results.

20Figure A2 in the Appendix presents the contact patterns based on members’ voting records on the Korea-US FTA
bill for those who voted on the bill over time. Figure A3 presents the relationship between the first date of the contact
and the total number of contacts at each politician level. Figure A4 presents the results of the relationship between the
first month of the contact and the average trade ideal points of politicians in each month.
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president, and the Congress can only approve or reject the agreement (no amendment or filibuster

is allowed) (Koh 1992), this intensive lobbying during the agenda-setting stage is puzzling.

However, these lobbying patterns are consistent with theories arguing that interest groups press

legislators to influence policy decisions made in executive branches (Fiorina 1977; Epstein and

O’Halloran 1995; Hall and Miler 2008; Jordan and Meirowitz 2012; Ban and You 2019; Ritchie

and You 2019). Likewise, because trade agreements are very specific about the terms of treaties

such as tariff schedules, legislators do not have much influence on the ex post implementation of

trade agreements once they have been ratified.21 Hence, interest groups have strong incentives to

contact legislators before the voting stage to design agreements that are favorable to their concerns

(You 2017).

Figure 2: Lobbying Contacts Over Time (South Korea)

Having measured legislators’ preferences on free trade, I then placed the legislators into quar-

tiles based on their free trade ideal point estimates. Legislators were classified as (1) strong pro-

21For example, the final text of the Korea-US FTA agreement is several thousand pages long and provides a very de-
tailed tariff schedule at the HTS (Harmonized Tariff Schedule) 8-digit level (https://ustr.gov/sites/default/
files/uploads/agreements/fta/korus/asset_upload_file199_12753.pdf).
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tectionist if the ideal point is below the first quartile, (2) weak protectionist if the ideal point is

between the first quartile and the median, (3) weak free trader if the ideal point is between the

median and the third quartile, and (4) strong free trader if the ideal point is above the third quar-

tile. I also define a legislator as being part of the leadership if she had taken a leadership position,

and coded a committee variable for those who served on committees that have jurisdiction over

international trade affairs: the House Ways and Means and Senate Finance committees.

Table 4 compares the proportion of the members of Congress who belonged to each group de-

pending on their predisposition on free trade, leadership position, membership in the House Ways

and Means Committee or the Senate Finance Committee (Trade Committee), and the lobbying

resource allocation on those members as measured by the number of lobbying contacts made by

lobbyists on behalf of South Korea both in the agenda-setting and voting stages.22

Table 4: Comparison of the Composition of Congress and Lobbying Contacts (South Korea)

Agenda Setting Voting

Type Congress (%) Lobbying (%) Congress Lobbying
Strong Protectionist 26.6 24.0 24.6 20.2
Weak Protectionist 23.5 35.1 23.7 30.8
Weak Free Trader 28.1 21.9 26.1 15.6
Strong Free Trader 21.8 19.0 25.6 33.4
Leadership 6.7 15.3 6.3 22.0
Trade Committee 9.2 21.9 8.1 18.7

I find three key trends in terms of lobbying contacts. First, legislators who held leadership

positions, or who served on the House Ways and Means or the Senate Finance Committees were

contacted frequently during both stages of the legislative process. Leaders consist of around 7%
22In Table A3 in Appendix C, I also present the results for lobbying by Colombia and Panama that shows pat-

terns similar to lobbying by South Korea. Among the members in leadership, the distribution regarding trade prefer-
ences is as follows: strong protectionist (22%), weak protectionist (20%), weak free trader (24%), strong free trader
(34%). Among the committee members who served on the Ways and Means Committee in the House and the Finance
Committee in the Senate, the distribution regarding trade preference is as follows: strong protectionist (13%), weak
protectionist (27%), weak free trader (30%), strong free trader (31%). Figure A5 presents the compositions of con-
tacted politicians based on their position on free trade when we divide the periods into three stages instead of two:
initial negotiation, re-negotation, and voting stages for South Korea. The compositions between the initial negoation
and the re-negoation stages are similar, although the strong protectionists were more likely to contacted during the
re-negotiation stage.
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of the legislators during the period of study, but they were the targets of more than 15% of the

lobbying contacts, and 18% of the total contacts targeted committee members who had direct

jurisdiction on the issue. Second, a significant number of contacts (23%) targeted strong opponents

of free trade during both stages, and this pattern is more salient during the agenda-setting stage.

Third, an increase in lobbying weak opponents and strong allies is shown as time moves from the

agenda-setting stage to the voting stage.

To systematically investigate which legislator characteristics are associated with more lobbying

contacts in addition to their ex ante positions on free trade, I conduct the following OLS analysis for

each agenda-setting and voting stage.23 Let yi jt denote the number of contacts between legislator i

and a lobbyist during stage t (agenda-setting or voting).

yit = βtXit + εit . (1)

I use two measures for lobbying contacts: (1) the total number of contacts made to a member’s

office, including contacts with the member’s staff (Contact) and (2) the total number of contacts

made directly with a member (Member). Xit includes variables for legislators’ characteristics

and district characteristics. For legislator-level variables, I include party affiliation (Democrat);

legislator i’s ex ante position on free trade based on previous trade-related votes (Trade Ideal Point);

whether the legislator held a leadership position (Leadership); whether she belonged to the House

Ways and Means or Senate Finance Committee (Trade Committee); whether his/her vote share

in the most recent election was less than 55% (Tight Race); the Legislative Effectiveness Score

(LES), which measures the “ability to advance a member’s agenda items through the legislative

23The three countries have slightly different thresholds that divide their agenda-setting and voting stages. For this
analysis, I set a common threshold for the three countries and present the results for the Senate and the House of
Representatives separately. The common threshold date for dividing the two stages is April 19, 2011 when Panama
and the US finalized the treaties and relevant agreements. This is also the last date among the three agreements when
executives of the US and foreign governments were involved in designing the contents of the agreement. South Korea
and Colombia finalized their treaties on December 3, 2010 and April 6, 2011, respectively. After finalization of the
treaties, the critical role moved to the Congress to ratify them. The results are similar when presented for individual
countries. However, if I present the result for each country separating the Senate and the House of Representatives,
there are six different regression results that do not add much value. For clarity in presenting the result, I use the
common threshold.
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process and into law” for members in the House of Representatives (Volden and Wiseman 2014);

and whether she was a member of a Congressional caucus regarding the respective country or

region (Caucus Membership).24

For district-level demographic and economic variables, I include % white population; % popu-

lation with high school or less than high school education; unemployment rate; per capita income;

total volume of exports and imports with Colombia, Panama, and Korea; changes in manufacturing

employment 1990-2007; changes in exposure to import competition with China (Autor, Dorn, and

Hanson 2013); and % of manufacturing employment.25 The results are presented in Table 5, where

Panel A presents the results for the House and Panel B presents the results for the Senate.26

By comparing the results between the two stages, several patterns emerge. First, legislators in

the House who held leadership positions were contacted more frequently by lobbyists during both

the agenda-setting and voting stages. Second, members who served on the relevant committees on

international trade were contacted heavily, and this pattern is more salient during the agenda-setting

stage. Although the president and executive agencies, such as the USTR, had the authority to nego-

tiate the treaties, legislators who served on committees that have oversight authority over relevant

federal agencies on international trade can influence the contents of agreements via communication

with agency bureaucrats. Such oversight activities may explain why relevant committee members

were heavily targeted during the agenda-setting stage. Third, lobbyists targeted members of the

House who were highly effective in advancing legislation more often during the agenda-setting

stage, and members who were associated with congressional caucuses on Colombia, Panama, or

South Korea were heavily targeted over the course of the legislative process. Members’ district-

or state-level demographics and economic conditions were not associated with the frequency of

lobbying contacts.

24Caucus membership data are only available for the House of Representatives.
25These measures are at the district level for the House regression and at the state level for the Senate regression.
26For the full regression results, see Tables A4 and A5 in Appendix C.
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Table 5: Member Characteristics and Lobbying Contacts

Agenda Setting Voting

(1) (2) (3) (4)
All Contact Member Contact All Contact Member Contact

Panel A. House

Democrat 3.256∗∗∗ 0.272∗∗ 0.715 0.160∗

(0.704) (0.110) (0.544) (0.0837)
Leadership 3.727∗∗ 0.397 3.535∗∗ 0.204∗

(1.869) (0.245) (1.770) (0.118)
Trade Committee 5.545∗∗∗ 1.229∗∗∗ 0.708 0.162

(1.722) (0.320) (0.605) (0.114)
Tight Racea -0.649 -0.0153 0.398 0.228

(0.675) (0.101) (0.404) (0.143)
Legislative Effectiveness Score 0.848∗∗ 0.123∗∗ 0.0823 0.000157

(0.427) (0.0609) (0.106) (0.00727)
Caucus Membershipb 6.123∗∗∗ 0.823∗∗∗ 0.725∗ 0.0545

(1.233) (0.217) (0.387) (0.0601)
Weak Protectionistc 1.994∗∗ 0.260∗ 1.293∗∗∗ 0.131∗

(0.991) (0.140) (0.467) (0.0717)
Weak Free Trader 2.017∗∗ 0.375∗∗∗ 0.937∗ 0.175∗

(0.961) (0.142) (0.548) (0.104)
Strong Free Trader 2.530∗∗ 0.368∗∗ 2.319∗∗ 0.208

(1.116) (0.181) (0.938) (0.137)
Controls 3 3 3 3
N 677 677 435 435
adj. R2 0.224 0.195 0.053 0.029

Panel B. Senate

Democrat -0.489 -0.223 6.847 -0.0275
(2.213) (0.171) (7.553) (0.206)

Leadership -0.328 0.531∗∗ 0.866 0.161
(2.920) (0.264) (5.218) (0.161)

Trade Commitee 12.62 0.625∗ 24.96 0.151
(9.924) (0.348) (21.19) (0.280)

Tight Race -0.475 -0.217 0.0449 -0.0364
(1.231) (0.144) (3.673) (0.123)

Legislative Effectiveness Score 1.470 0.0333 1.120 0.119
(1.095) (0.171) (1.573) (0.102)

Weak Protectionist 2.869 0.414∗ 5.091 -0.0549
(3.071) (0.222) (5.767) (0.158)

Weak Free Trader -3.553∗ -0.227 2.147 -0.0515
(2.053) (0.147) (3.771) (0.200)

Strong Free Trader -0.961 0.383 5.928 0.0801
(2.826) (0.348) (6.843) (0.328)

Controls 3 3 3 3
N 149 149 97 97
adj. R2 0.044 0.079 0.003 -0.048
Notes: Robust standard errors are reported in parantheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
District-level demographic and economic variables are included in the regression but the results are
not reported here. a. 1 if a member’s vote share in the latest election is less than 0.55. b. This
variable is only available for members of the House of the Representatives. c. The omitted category
is ‘Strong Protectionist’ which refers to members whose trade ideal point is in the first quartile.
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6 Campaign Contributions and Access

There are many studies on the relationship between campaign contributions and lobbying (e.g.,

Langbein 1986; Wright 1996). A dominant view or assumption in this literature is that campaign

contributions are used to gain access to legislators so that lobbyists can engage in information

provision (Hall and Wayman 1990; Wright 1990; Ainsworth 1993; Lohmann 1995; Austen-Smith

1995). An alternative view is that campaign contributions are not necessary for access, and cam-

paign contributions and lobbying activities are two viable choices for affecting policies (Austen-

Smith 1998; Bennedsen and Feldmann 2006). In contrast to the amount of theoretical research

on campaign contributions and lobbying contacts, there is a dearth of empirical research to ana-

lyze both activities due to a lack of data on the identities of the legislators to whom the lobbying

activities are targeted.

I take advantage of the FARA requirements that mandates the disclosure of all campaign con-

tributions made by either a lobbying firm’s Political Action Committee (PAC) or by lobbyists who

provided lobbying services to foreign clients during the six-month periods covered by each FARA

report. All FARA reports note the date contributions are made to political candidates, and this

allows me to connect the timing of each contribution and the date of lobbying access.

For each client country-firm pair in a given Congress (the relationship that a lobbying contract

is observed), I create all possible combinations of client country-firm- member-congress pairs for

the period 2004-2012. There are 24,875 pairs of country-firm-member-congress pairs. For each

pair, I calculate the total number of lobbying contacts made to a politician by a lobbying firm on

behalf of a client country and the total campaign contributions made to a politician by a lobbying

firm representing a given foreign client in each Congress.

Table 6 shows the 2 × 2 relationship between campaign contributions and contacts. I calculate

the probability that there was at least one contact in a given Congress between a country and a

member conditional on whether or not campaign contributions were made by a lobbyist hired by

that country. Given that campaign contributions were made in a given Congress, the probability of
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at least one contact during the same period is 17.5%. Without these campaign contributions, the

probability of contact, 6.5%, is much lower. Furthermore, although I do not report the statistics for

different types of contacts, such as contacts that were made directly to members, the trends found

in the statistics are very similar to those reported here.

Table 6: Probability of Contacts by Campaign Contribution

Contact No Contact Total
Contribution 297 (17.5) 1,402 (82.5) 1,699 (100)
No Contribution 1,502 (6.5) 21,673 (93.5) 23,176 (100)
Total 1,799 (7.2) 23,076 (92.8) 24,875 (100)

These trends imply that there is a positive relationship between campaign contributions and

contacts. However, this relationship is not necessarily causal. Furthermore, campaign contribu-

tions appear to be neither necessary nor sufficient to obtain contacts with Congress members: some

contacts were made without (observed) campaign contributions, and some campaign contributions

were made without contacts.

To control for the characteristics of countries and members, I conduct regression analyses. Let

yi jst denote whether or not there was a contact from a firm s on behalf of a country i to member j

in a given Congress t. I consider the following model of how yi jst is determined:

y∗i jst = αi +α j +αt +β1Contributioni jst +ΓX jt + εi jst ,

Contributioni jst is an indicator variable that takes 1 if campaign contributions were made by a

lobbyist hired by country i to member j in Congress t, and 0 otherwise. I include the interaction

term between the contribution indicators and politician-level characteristics (X jt). I include a client

country (i), lobbying firm ( j), and Congress (t) fixed effects.27

Table 7 shows the OLS regression results. Each column represents the results when I use

different measures of lobbying contact: column (1) for any lobbying contact, column (2) for the
27Including a member fixed effect generates similar results.
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total number of lobbying contacts, column (3) for the total number of member contracts (via both

phone calls and meetings), and column (4) for direct member meetings. Across all specifications,

I find that past contributions are positively associated with contacts when I use all representatives.

I define Tight Race = 1 if a member’s vote share in the most recent election was less than 0.55.

The variable Caucus takes 1 if member j is a member of a Congressional caucus that relates to the

region in which country i resides. I define the variable Protectionist = 1 if member j’s trade ideal

point is in the bottom quartile. The results on the coefficient terms suggest that contributions made

to members who served on the Ways and Means committee in the House or the Finance committee

in the Senate are associated with higher quality contacts, measured by contacts with members as

opposed to contacts with staffers. Contributions made to politicians who are members of caucuses

related to Colombia, Panama, or South Korea lead to similar results.

The detailed lobbying contact data together with the information on the dates when contribu-

tions were made by lobbying firms and lobbyists to politicians, allow me to study the timing of

campaign contributions. Existing studies argue that interest groups use the timing of contributions

as a mechanism to solve commitment problems from legislators (McCarty and Rothenberg 1996;

Stratmann 1998).

I analyze the dynamic nature of campaign contributions and lobbying contacts by examining

the timing of each behavior. I define ‘timely contributions’ as campaign contributions that were

made to a member of Congress by a lobbyist who represented a foreign country, as reported in

the FARA reports, within the 30-day window of a contact to the member. Out of 4,659 lobbying

contacts to members of the Congresses in the data, 192 contacts (4.1%) can be classified as timely

contributions. The average ‘timely contribution’ amount $1,524.

I study how the various characteristics of members are associated with the incidence and the

amount of timely contributions by conducting an OLS analysis. The outcome variables are the

dummy variable of an incidence and the observed amount of timely contributions from lobbying

firm s on behalf of country i to member j at time t. Table 8 shows the results. Members with

leadership (Leadership) positions or who faced tight races in the most recent election (Tight Race)
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Table 7: Relationship between Contributions and Contacts

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Any Total Member Direct Member

Contact Contact Contact Meeting

Contributiona 0.0513∗∗∗ 0.250∗∗∗ 0.0286∗ 0.0324∗∗

(0.0167) (0.0845) (0.0155) (0.0151)
Leadership 0.200∗∗∗ 0.890∗∗∗ 0.0568∗∗∗ 0.0400∗∗∗

(0.0340) (0.256) (0.0157) (0.0152)
Trade Committee 0.0625∗∗∗ 0.384∗ 0.0266∗∗∗ 0.0246∗∗∗

(0.0162) (0.210) (0.00754) (0.00687)
Tight Raceb 0.00525 0.0146 0.000672 0.00100

(0.00499) (0.0239) (0.00282) (0.00269)
Caucus 0.0442∗∗∗ 0.121∗∗∗ 0.0129∗∗∗ 0.0127∗∗∗

(0.00740) (0.0290) (0.00355) (0.00342)
Protectionistc -0.0103∗ -0.0483∗ -0.00456∗∗ -0.00413∗∗

(0.00587) (0.0287) (0.00214) (0.00203)
Contribution × Leadership 0.0858 1.365 0.227 0.210

(0.0610) (0.846) (0.171) (0.172)
Contribution × Trade Committee 0.0499 0.284 0.123∗∗ 0.119∗∗

(0.0366) (0.221) (0.0571) (0.0558)
Contribution × Tight Race 0.00311 -0.186∗∗ 0.00113 -0.00278

(0.0196) (0.0836) (0.0169) (0.0163)
Contribution × Caucus 0.0944∗∗∗ 0.295 0.105∗∗ 0.0981∗∗

(0.0314) (0.180) (0.0425) (0.0427)
Contribution × Protectionist -0.0368∗ -0.242∗∗∗ -0.0425∗∗ -0.0502∗∗∗

(0.0210) (0.0913) (0.0190) (0.0182)

Member-level Controls 3 3 3 3

Firm Fixed Effects 3 3 3 3

Country Fixed Effects 3 3 3 3

Congress Fixed Effects 3 3 3 3

N 24875 24875 24875 24875
adj. R2 0.140 0.038 0.065 0.065
Note: Unit of observation is client country × firm × member × congress. Standard errors are
clustered at the member level and are reported in the parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.
a. A dummy variable that indicates whether a contribution is made. b. 1 if a member j’s vote share
in the most recent election is less than 0.55. c. 1 if a member j’s trade ideal point is in the bottom
quartile.
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tended to receive more timely contributions and this pattern holds after controlling for the incidence

of any campaign contributions (Any Contribution).

Table 8: Analysis on Timely Contributions

Timely Incidence (ln) Timely Amount

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Leadership 0.0554∗∗∗ 0.0284∗ 0.447∗∗∗ 0.265∗∗

(0.0169) (0.0162) (0.133) (0.122)

Trade Committee 0.00965 -0.00343 0.0387 -0.0498
(0.0155) (0.0152) (0.109) (0.106)

Tight Racea 0.0203∗ 0.0253∗∗ 0.135∗ 0.169∗∗

(0.0120) (0.0113) (0.0779) (0.0727)

Seniority 0.00178 0.00126 0.0139 0.0104
(0.00134) (0.00119) (0.00921) (0.00816)

Protectionistb -0.00997 0.0130 -0.0740 0.0811
(0.0104) (0.00898) (0.0716) (0.0624)

Any Contributionc 0.128∗∗∗ 0.863∗∗∗

(0.0146) (0.101)
Congress FE 3 3 3 3

Client Country FE 3 3 3 3

N 3432 3432 3432 3432
adj. R2 0.020 0.100 0.024 0.100

Notes: The sample is limited to pairs with at least one lobbying contact. Unit of observation is client
country × firm × member × congress. Standard errors are clustered at the member level and are
reported in the parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01. a. 1 if a member j’s vote share in
the most recent election is less than 0.55. b. 1 if a member j’s trade ideal point is in the bottom
quartile. c. 1 if a member j received any contributions from a firm s on behalf of a client country j
in congress t.

7 Lobbying and Voting Outcomes

In this section, I investigate whether lobbying contacts were associated with voting decisions for

free trade legislation in the 112th Congress. House majority leader Eric Cantor (R-VA) introduced

the legislation into the House on October 3, 2011; voting for free trade agreements with Colombia,

Panama, and South Korea took place on October 12, 2011. The voting results for each agreement

are presented in Table 9, and the voting results closely follow partisan lines. While the majority
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of Democrats in both the House and the Senate opposed the free trade agreements, Republican

members almost unanimously supported the treaties.

Table 9: Voting Patterns on Free Trade Agreement Bills

House Senate

Democrats Republicans Total Democrats Republicans Total

Panel A. Colombia FTA
Number voting Yes 31 231 262 22 44 66
Number voting No 158 9 167 31 2 33

Panel B. Panama FTA
Number voting Yes 66 234 300 31 46 77
Number voting No 123 6 129 22 1 23

Panel C. South Korea FTA
Number voting Yes 59 219 278 38 45 83
Number voting No 130 21 151 14 1 15

To investigate the influence of lobbying contacts on voting behavior, I assume that member i’s

probability of supporting a bill v with a foreign country j is characterized by:

Pr(vi j = 1) = β0 +β1 ∗ IDi +β2 ∗CIi j +β3 ∗DLi +β4 ∗FLi j + εi j (2)

where IDi includes a member i’s ideology and other characteristics, CIi is a proxy for constituent

interest in congressional district i, DLi represents domestic lobbying pressure on free trade, and

FLi denotes foreign lobbying activities.

To measure a member’s ideology and characteristics, I include her trade ideal points based on

previous trade voting records, leadership and committee assignments, and vote share in the most

recent election. To measure member i’s district characteristics, I include member i’s district-level

population, its ratio of whites, education levels, per capita incomes, and Gini index; and member

i’s district trade volumes with the three countries. The trade volume data were not disaggregated

to the district level, so I constructed the district-level data based on the International Trade Com-

mission state-industry level trade data and the zip-code level industry composition data.28 I also

28https://www.usitc.gov.
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employed the data from Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2013) to construct the district-level changes in

manufacturing employment, and the change in Chinese import exposure-per-worker in the district

1990-2007.29

An ideal measure for domestic groups’ lobbying would be detailed contact information from

each domestic group to each legislator, as contained in the foreign lobbying data. Unfortunately,

domestic lobbying reports submitted under the LDA only provide the names of federal entities,

such as the House of Representatives or the USTR, which each domestic group contacted. Individ-

ual legislator-level lobbying contact data during the lobbying process by domestic groups do not

exist. Given the limitation, I measured domestic groups’ pressure on free trade agreements in the

following way.

First, I identified domestic groups who lobbied on FTAs with Korea, Columbia, and Panama

2001-2011 using lobbying reports submitted under the LDA. Since the specific legislation regard-

ing FTAs were introduced in 2011, it would be misleading to identify the groups solely based on

bill numbers that groups indicated in their lobbying reports. Given that negotiations were started

as early as 2004, it is possible that groups mentioned ‘free trade agreements with Korea’ in their

lobbying reports but did not mention a specific bill name before the legislation was introduced.

Therefore, I searched lobbying reports that specifically mentioned the related bill numbers regard-

ing FTAs with the three countries as well as search words such as ‘Korea-US free trade deal’ to find

reports that did not mention the bill number but addressed the issues.30 In total, 325 groups sub-

mitted 1,973 lobbying reports that addressed the FTAs with South Korea, Colombia, and Panama

during the period.

Second, after identifying domestic groups that lobbied on the FTAs, I searched each group’s

preference on the FTAs using various sources such as testimony documented in the Congressional

29The change in Chinese import exposure-per-worker is measured by the difference in change in US imports from
China per worker in the region. Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2013) construct those measures at commuting zones for
the period 1990-2007. I used the relationship file between commuting zones and counties, and the relationship file
between county and congressional district to assign values at the congressional district level. Population weight was
applied. For senators, state-level measures were constructed.

30There are 11 bills that are related to the FTAs with South Korea, Colombia, and Panama. Table A6 in Appendix
C provides the specific list of the bills.
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hearing report on the pending FTAs with Colombia, Panama, and South Korea; public statements;

and letters to members of Congress by groups.31 Among the 325 groups that submitted lobbying

reports, 295 groups supported the FTAs and 30 groups opposed the FTAs. Third, I merged the

list of FTA lobbying groups with the Federal Election Commission’s campaign contribution data

for the 2004, 2006, 2008, and 2010 election cycles. I used contributor’s employer, contributor’s

name, and contributor’s occupation to identify contributor’s group affiliation.32 Then I calculated

the total contributions from pro-FTA groups and anti-FTA groups at each legislator level.

I used total lobbying contacts made by the three countries over the period as a measure for

the foreign lobbying effort made to a legislator. For example, even if a member was contacted

about free trade by a lobbyist on behalf of Colombia, the contact could have influenced voting on

the Colombian FTA as well as voting on the Panamanian or Korean FTA, since it pertained to the

same issue.33

Although I controlled for variables that could affect the vote choices of members, a decision to

target a specific legislator is not random, and therefore, it is difficult to establish causality between

lobbying contacts and vote outcomes. There may be some omitted variables that could affect both

lobbying contacts by lobbyists and a propensity to vote for FTA bills. To address this issue, I

used the contacts made by lobbying firms on behalf of other foreign countries to lobby members of

Congress on non-trade issues before the 112th Congress (when voting on FTA legislation occurred)

as an instrumental variable. The rationale behind this empirical strategy is that contacts made by

lobbying firms on behalf of foreign countries other than Colombia, Panama, or South Korea on

31For example, the hearing transcript before the Committee on Ways and Means regarding the pending free
trade agreements with Colombia, Panama, and South Korea shows the preference of individuals on behalf
of organizations who testified in the hearing (https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG-112hhrg67469/pdf/
CHRG-112hhrg67469.pdf). Public letters to members of Congress (https://www.wewear.org/assets/1/7/
041708CoalitionLetter.pdf) were also used to identify the preferences of domestic groups concerning the FTAs.

32For contributions from Political Action Committees (PACs), contributor’s group affiliation is easily identified. It
is difficult to identify the group affiliation for contributions from individual donors who do not supply their specific
occupational information. But, most of those cases comprise donations from retired individuals, doctors, or attor-
neys. Given that groups that lobbied on the FTAs were either large corporations or labor unions, it is unlikely that
observations with no information about affiliation affect the contribution calculation for this study.

33In the Appendix, I provide several robustness checks including (1)using country-specific contacts as a main vari-
able and (2) measuring lobbying contacts by money spent on contacting each member, instead of measuring lobbying
intensity by number of contacts.
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non-trade issues before the 112th Congress may be correlated with contacts made by lobbying

firms representing Colombia, Panama, or South Korea on free trade agreements. For example, a

legislator may learn that meeting with a lobbyist on behalf of other foreign countries is actually

useful in gathering policy-relevant information. Therefore, she may be more willing to give access

to a lobbyist who represented either Colombia, or Panama, or South Korea.34

A legislator who met with and learned from a lobbyist on behalf of the United Arab Emirates

(UAE) on arms sales in 2008, for example, may be more likely to allow contact with a lobbyist

on behalf of South Korea on trade issues because she learned that lobbyists bring her policy-

relevant information. However, the UAE’s contact in 2008 on arms sales may not have any direct

influence on her voting on FTA legislation in 2012. If this exclusion restriction holds, lobbying

contacts made before the 112th Congress meet the requirement to be a valid instrument (Angrist

and Pischke 2009).35

To implement this strategy, I collected the total lobbying contacts made to members by lob-

byists on behalf of other foreign governments during the period 2008-2010 on non-trade issues.36

Seventy-five foreign countries - other than Colombia, Panama, and South Korea - made 7,005

contacts targeting members of Congress during the period. For each legislator, I calculated the

total contacts made by foreign countries 2008-2010. I then used this measure as an instrument for

34One potential concern would be that some members of Congress, by nature of some unobserved confounder,
might be more likely to be contacted by foreign governments and to support free trade, and then the non-FTA contacts
would be correlated with this other variable that is also correlated with the outcome. One version of this unobserved
confounder might be “globalism,” some unidimensional scale of how open and engaged legislators are with the inter-
national community; globalist members of Congress would likely have more contacts with foreign governments, and
have more pro-free trade attitudes. To rule out this possibility, I run a placebo test to regress the non-FTA contacts on
free trade ideal points with other control variables. There is no statistically significant relationship.

35There may be some concern that if a lobbying firm worked both for the UAE and for South Korea, a lobbyist may
discuss the South Korean FTA with member i while lobbying on behalf of the UAE. Except for a few large lobbying
firms, firms that represent foreign governments have less than two foreign governments as their clients during the
regular six-month contracting period. Even for the few large lobbying firms with multiple foreign clients at the same
time, there is a clear division of labor among lobbyists representing a foreign client and the issue area. This is shown in
the sample lobbying report in Figure E in Appendix F where a specific lobbyist’s name is presented. According to my
interviews with lobbyists who represented foreign governments, it is considered a violation of fiduciary duties to their
clients if lobbyists discuss other client countries’ matters when meeting members of Congress to discuss the assigned
client country’s issue. I also checked whether other foreign governments lobbied on Colombian, Panamanian, and
South Korean free trade agreements during the period and none of the lobbying reports and contacts mentioned the
issue.

36The data source is image files posted in fara.gov under the Department of Justice. Non-trade issues include
security (26.4%), administrative (16.4%), budget (11.8%), and general bilateral relationships (45.4%).
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the total contacts made on free trade agreements by Colombia, Panama, and South Korea for the

Democratic legislators who served in the 112th Congress when the voting occurred.

I instrumented for the main explanatory variable, FTA Contact, using the total contacts made

by other foreign governments on non-trade issues before the 112th Congress (Pre Contacti). I fit

models of the following form:

(FS) : FTA Contacti = γ0 + γ1 ∗Pre Contacti +ΓX ′
i j +νi j (3)

(RF) : Votingi j = β0 +β1 ∗FTA Contacti +ΓX ′
i j + εi j

The first-stage results are presented in Table A9 in Appendix D.37 The total number of contacts

made by the three countries on free trade agreements is strongly associated with the total number of

contacts made by lobbyists on behalf of other countries during the years 2008-2010 in the House.

F-statistics are around 17, which is above the conventional threshold for a weak instrument (Stock,

Wright, and Yogo 2002). In the Senate, I do not observe a strong first-stage relationship.

Table 10 presents the regression results for three FTA votes in the House.38 Columns (1)

through (3) present the probit results, while columns from (4) through (6) present the results from

instrumental variable (IV) analysis.39 Both the probit and the IV results indicate that there is

a statistically significant relationship between FTA-related contacts by foreign governments and

voting to support FTA legislations. In Table A10 in the Appendix, I provide several robustness

checks including (1) using country-specific contacts as a main variable and (2) measuring lobbying

contacts by money spent on contacting each member, instead of measuring lobbying intensity by

number of contacts. The robustness checks assure that the effect of foreign lobbying on FTA votes

is largely consistent across different specifications and measurements.40

In addition to lobbying by foreign governments, characteristics of a member and her district are

37Figure A6 also offers a relationship between the pre-foreign contacts and the FTA-related lobbying contacts.
38Summary statistics for the variables are presented in Table A7 and the full regression result is presented in Table

A8 in Appendix C.
39I use the ivprobit command in Stata to estimate this model. Using OLS and ivreg2 provides similar results.
40I also run the OLS regression with including state fixed effects for members in the House and the results, which

is reported in Table A11, are largely consistent. Table A12 provides the results for the Senate.
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Table 10: Foreign Lobbying and Voting Patterns on FTA Legislation: House

Probit IV

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Columbia Panama Korea Columbia Panama Korea

FTA Contact 0.0152∗∗ 0.0508∗∗∗ 0.0378∗∗∗ 0.0529∗∗∗ 0.0847∗∗∗ 0.0633∗∗∗

(0.00595) (0.0169) (0.0123) (0.0183) (0.0229) (0.0140)
(ln) Pro FTA Contributionsa 0.107∗∗ 0.189∗∗∗ 0.0969∗ 0.0636 0.143∗∗∗ 0.0695

(0.0492) (0.0574) (0.0539) (0.0503) (0.0507) (0.0445)
(ln) Anti FTA Contributionsb -0.0803 -0.209∗∗∗ -0.0641∗∗ -0.0707 -0.188∗∗∗ -0.0622∗∗

(0.0617) (0.0567) (0.0257) (0.0552) (0.0543) (0.0257)
Democrat -0.573 0.770 -1.175 -0.586 0.609 -1.165

(0.870) (0.842) (0.789) (0.819) (0.752) (0.772)
Trade Ideal Point 1.158∗∗∗ 1.135∗∗∗ 0.874∗∗∗ 0.940∗∗∗ 0.945∗∗∗ 0.767∗∗∗

(0.244) (0.218) (0.191) (0.291) (0.262) (0.172)
DW-Nominate 0.929 2.243∗∗ -0.351 0.953 2.152∗∗ -0.262

(0.972) (1.045) (0.880) (0.903) (0.912) (0.843)
Leadership 0.305 0.271 0.352 0.0933 0.0406 0.208

(0.317) (0.420) (0.318) (0.288) (0.403) (0.322)
Trade Committee -0.248 0.831∗ 0.578∗ -0.726∗∗∗ 0.289 0.202

(0.244) (0.495) (0.307) (0.262) (0.607) (0.310)
Tight Race -0.0201 -0.324 0.114 -0.106 -0.361 0.0548

(0.243) (0.406) (0.324) (0.209) (0.361) (0.298)
Controls 3 3 3 3 3 3
N 425 425 425 425 425 425

Notes: Standard errors are clustered at the state level and are reported in the parentheses. ∗p< 0.1, ∗∗p< 0.05,
∗∗∗p < 0.01. a. (ln) Total contributions between 2004 - 2010 from groups that supported the FTAs. b. (ln)
Total contributions 2004 - 2010 from groups that opposed the FTAs.

also associated with voting patterns on the FTAs. Members who were more positively predisposed

toward free trade based on their previous voting records are more likely to support the FTA bills.

While members who received more campaign contributions from domestic groups that supported

the FTA tended to vote for FTAs, those who received more contributions from groups that opposed

the FTAs, mainly unions and textile organizations, were less likely to support the FTAs. Regard-

ing the district-level characteristics, manufacturing employment growth in members’ districts was

associated with support for free trade deals.
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8 Conclusion

Despite its significant implications for democratic representation, research on how interest groups

change their strategies during the legislative process and whether lobbying influences Congress

members’ votes has faced considerable constraints, mainly due to a lack of detailed lobbying con-

tact information. In this paper, I address this challenge by constructing a novel dataset on the

activities by lobbyists that the governments of South Korea, Colombia, and Panama hired to lobby

the United States government regarding their respective free trade agreements with the US. The

data allow me to follow lobbying activities for ten years - from the beginning to the end of a policy

enactment process. Using the rich set of information from the data, I measure the intensity of

lobbying towards each legislator over time.

I find that targeting strategies by lobbyists vary depending on the stage of the legislative pro-

cess. During the agenda-setting stage, lobbyists tend to target legislators who have leadership

positions, those who serve on committees with jurisdiction over international trade, and those who

are highly effective in the legislative process. As the legislation advances to the floor voting stage,

those who are in leadership and legislators who faced tight races in recent elections tend to have

more contacts with lobbyists. Regarding types of legislators, defined by their ex ante positions

on free trade, I find that all types of legislators are targeted both in the agenda-setting and voting

stages. During the agenda-setting process, strong opponents to free trade are often targeted, but

that strategy shifts to undecided members and strong allies during the voting stage. I also present

evidence that lobbying influences voting patterns in the House.

This study has several implications for study of special interest groups and the role of Congress

in shaping trade policy. First, empirical patterns of targeting illustrate that lobbyists target a diverse

set of legislators, and often, contact strong opponents of the legislation. Although it is difficult to

generalize this finding to overall lobbying strategies that interest groups employ, given that the

literature documents that legislators who are allies of interest groups tend to be heavily targeted

(Kollman 1997; Caldeira and Wright 1998; Hojnacki and Kimball 1999; Hall and Deadorff 2006;
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Hall and Miler 2008), it is noticeable that a diverse set of legislators are targeted in this instance.

This implies that a new framework on lobbying that incorporates persuasion among members and

the role of lobbyists as information intermediaries among members should be considered, given

that passing a bill is a collective process (Caillaud and Tirole 2007; Schnakenberg 2017).

Second, this article sheds light on the role of foreign interests in constructing US trade policy

(Antrás and Padró i Miquel 2011; Davis 2019). Previous research has documented that lobbying

spending by foreign entities is associated with lower trade barriers with, and increased visits by

US tourists to, those foreign countries (Gawande, Krishna, and Robbins 2006; Gawande, Maloney,

and Montes-Rojas 2009). By analyzing detailed lobbying contacts made to members of Congress,

in addition to the total spending by foreign governments, this article improves our understanding of

the interaction between US policy,makers and foreign governments. Examining other policy areas,

such as arms sales or foreign aid, will give a more complete picture of the influence of foreign

governments on US foreign policy.
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A Appendix: Figures

Figure A1: Trade Ideal Point Estimates

Figure A2: Lobbying Contact Over Time and the Vote Choice (South Korea)
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Figure A3: Relationship between First Contact Date and Total Contacts on FTA (South Korea)

Notes: For each member, we calculate the first date of lobbying contacts (x-axis) and the total number of
lobbying contacts over the entire period (y-axis).

Figure A4: Relationship between First Contact Month and Average Free Trade Ideal Point (South
Korea)

Notes: For each member, we calculate the first date (month) of lobbying contacts (x-axis) and calculate the
average trade ideal point for all members in the same month for Democrats (blue dots) and Republicans (red
dots). Blue and red lines indicate the fitted lines from the regressing the average trade ideal points on the first
month of the contact for Democrats and Republicans.
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Figure A5: Composition of Contacted Politicians by Prior Positions on Free Trade (South Korea)

Notes: This figure presents the comopsition of politicians who were contacted by lobbyists
who represented South Korea based on their trade ideal points by three stages of policy-
making: (1) Initial Negotiation (from January, 2003 to June, 2007), (2) Re-negotiation
(from July, 2007 to December, 2010), and (3) Voting (January, 2011 - October, 2011).
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B Appendix: Summary Statistics and Full Results

Table A1: Summary Statistics of Foreign Lobbying Activities, 1942 - 2014

Period 1942 - 1995 1996 - 2014

Panel A: Foreign Principals
Government 30,164 (54.8) 16,937 (69.4)
Business 19,759 (35.9) 5,034 (20.6)
Political Organizations 2,247 (4.1) 1,657 (6.8)
Media 2,001 (3.6) 311 (1.3)
Other 885 (1.6) 450 (1.9)
Total 55,056 (100) 24,389 (100)

Panel B: Foreign Agents
Lobbying Firm 2,291 (46.8) 1,166 (65.0)
Individual 1,769 (36.1) 333 (18.5)
In-House Organization 836 (17.1) 297 (16.5)
Total 4,896 (100) 1,796 (100)
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Table A2: List of Trade-related Bills, 2003-2012

Congress Year Description Congress Year Description

108 2003 Burma Import Sanctions 109 2006 Miscellaneous Tariff Cuts
108 2003 Singapore FTA 109 2006 Approve Dubai Ports World Deal
108 2003 Chile FTA 109 2006 Reject Raising Airline Investment Cap
108 2003 Cuba Travel Ban 109 2006 Internet Gambling Payments
108 2003 Country of Origin Labeling 109 2006 Vietnam PNTR
108 2003 Computer Export Controls 109 2006 AGO, ATPA Extension
108 2003 Oppose EU GMO Ban 110 2007 Eliminate Worker Visas
108 2004 Restrict Federal Outsourcing 110 2007 Ban Mexican Trucks
108 2004 Australia FTA 110 2007 Peru FTA
108 2004 Morocco FTA 110 2007 Farm Bill
108 2004 Miscellaneous Tariff Cuts 110 2007 Defund Visa Waiver Program
108 2004 Increase Foreign Doctors 110 2007 Andean Trade Preference Act
108 2004 Cut Market Access Program 110 2007 Expand Fam Exports to Cuba
109 2005 China Currency Sanctions 110 2007 Reduce Sugar Protection
109 2005 Cuba Travel Ban 110 2008 Suspend TPA
109 2005 DR-CAFTA 110 2008 Reduce Cotton Subsidies
109 2005 Protect US Trade Laws 111 2009 Ending Offshoring Act
109 2005 Withdrawn US from WTO 111 2010 Currency Reform for Fair Trade
109 2005 Restrict Contract w/ Offshoring Firms 111 2010 US Manufacturing Act
109 2005 Defund Approval of CNOOC 112 2011 Currency Exchange Rate Reform
109 2005 Bahrain FTA 112 2012 Export-Import Bank Reauthorization
109 2005 Maintain “Byrd Law” 112 2012 Eliminated Sugar Program
109 2006 Study of Foreign Debt 112 2012 Russia and Moldova PNTR
109 2006 100% Container Scanning 112 2012 Farm Bill
109 2006 Orman FTA 112 2012 Applying Countervailing Duly Law
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Table A3: Comparison of the Composition of Congress and Lobbying Contacts

Agenda Setting Voting

Type Congress (%) Lobbying (%) Congress Lobbying
A. Colombia
Strong Protectionist 24.5 31.6 25.1 9.0
Weak Protectionist 25.1 28.7 23.4 55.6
Weak Free Trader 26.1 25.0 26.3 7.4
Strong Free Trader 24.3 14.7 25.2 29.0
Leadership 5.8 13.1 6.4 35.1
Trade Committee 8.7 20.9 8.2 47.4
B. Panama
Strong Protectionist 24.6 27.2 25.2 25.7
Weak Protectionist 24.9 39.5 23.8 36.2
Weak Free Trader 26.6 20.0 26.4 14.3
Strong Free Trader 23.9 13.3 24.6 23.8
Leadership 6.0 18.0 6.2 15.2
Trade Committee 8.2 31.3 8.7 13.3
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Table A4: Member Characteristics and Lobbying Contacts: House

Agenda Setting Voting

(1) Any (2) Member (3) Any (4) Member
Contact Contact Contact Contact

Democrat 3.256∗∗∗ 0.272∗∗ 0.715 0.160∗

(0.704) (0.110) (0.544) (0.0837)
Leadership 3.727∗∗ 0.397 3.535∗∗ 0.204∗

(1.869) (0.245) (1.770) (0.118)
Trade Committee 5.545∗∗∗ 1.229∗∗∗ 0.708 0.162

(1.722) (0.320) (0.605) (0.114)
Tight Racea -0.649 -0.0153 0.398 0.228

(0.675) (0.101) (0.404) (0.143)
Legislative Effectiveness Score 0.848∗∗ 0.123∗∗ 0.0823 0.000157

(0.427) (0.0609) (0.106) (0.00727)
Caucus Membershipb 6.123∗∗∗ 0.823∗∗∗ 0.725∗ 0.0545

(1.233) (0.217) (0.387) (0.0601)
Weak Protectionistc 1.994∗∗ 0.260∗ 1.293∗∗∗ 0.131∗

(0.991) (0.140) (0.467) (0.0717)
Weak Free Trader 2.017∗∗ 0.375∗∗∗ 0.937∗ 0.175∗

(0.961) (0.142) (0.548) (0.104)
Strong Free Trader 2.530∗∗ 0.368∗∗ 2.319∗∗ 0.208

(1.116) (0.181) (0.938) (0.137)
(ln) Total Exportd -0.767 -0.106 1.104 0.0695

(1.635) (0.290) (0.752) (0.0704)
(ln) Total Importe -0.705 -0.0762 -0.647 -0.0517

(1.006) (0.209) (0.579) (0.0601)
% Change in Manufacturing Emp. f 0.155 0.0351 -0.0867 -0.0132

(0.192) (0.0318) (0.106) (0.0168)
Competition with Chinese Importg 0.0920 0.00374 0.0732 -0.0215

(0.181) (0.0258) (0.0907) (0.0138)
(ln) Manufacturing Employmenth 5.488 0.276 -3.511 0.402

(6.673) (1.073) (3.906) (0.469)
% White -3.172 -0.501 -1.351 -0.215

(2.093) (0.401) (1.186) (0.277)
% Less than High School Education 9.425∗ 1.749∗∗ 5.690∗ 0.626

(5.017) (0.876) (3.224) (0.476)
Unemployment -35.41∗∗ -4.439 7.447 -1.391

(17.28) (3.077) (14.43) (1.650)
(ln) Income per capita 3.136 0.287 1.923 0.0212

(2.198) (0.384) (1.272) (0.128)
Constant -15.49 -0.954 -27.71 -0.629

(28.89) (4.743) (17.79) (1.581)
N 677 677 435 435
adj. R2 0.224 0.195 0.053 0.029

Notes: Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p <
0.01. Demographic variables are at the district level. a. 1 if a member’s vote share in the
latest election is less than 0.55. b. 1 if a member belongs to a caucus related to three foreign
countries. c. The omitted category is ‘Strong Protectionist’ which refers to members whose
trade ideal point is in the first quartile. d: Total export ($K) to Colombia, Panama, and
South Korea in 2010-2011. e: Total import ($K) to Colombia, Panama, and South Korea
in 2010-2011. f: % changes in manufacturing employment, 1990-2007 (Autor, Dorn, and
Hanson 2013). g: Changes in exposure to Chinese Imports per worker, 1990-2007 (Autor,
Dorn, and Hanson 2013). h: Manufacturing employment share.
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Table A5: Member Characteristics and Lobbying Contacts: Senate

Agenda Setting Voting

(1) Any (2) Member (3) Any (4) Member
Contact Contact Contact Contact

Democrat -0.489 -0.223 6.847 -0.0275
(2.213) (0.171) (7.553) (0.206)

Leadership -0.328 0.531∗∗ 0.866 0.161
(2.920) (0.264) (5.218) (0.161)

Trade Committee 12.62 0.625∗ 24.96 0.151
(9.924) (0.348) (21.19) (0.280)

Tight Racea -0.475 -0.217 0.0449 -0.0364
(1.231) (0.144) (3.673) (0.123)

Legislative Effectiveness Score 1.470 0.0333 1.120 0.119
(1.095) (0.171) (1.573) (0.102)

Weak Protectionistb 2.869 0.414∗ 5.091 -0.0549
(3.071) (0.222) (5.767) (0.158)

Weak Free Trader -3.553∗ -0.227 2.147 -0.0515
(2.053) (0.147) (3.771) (0.200)

Strong Free Trader -0.961 0.383 5.928 0.0801
(2.826) (0.348) (6.843) (0.328)

(ln) Total Exportc 1.930 0.113 4.969 0.222
(3.914) (0.268) (6.348) (0.164)

(ln) Total Importd -2.180 -0.219 -3.215 -0.206
(2.775) (0.242) (4.636) (0.135)

% Change in Manufacturing Emp.e -0.0920 0.0731 -1.481 0.00338
(1.139) (0.0530) (2.167) (0.0466)

Competition with Chinese Import f 0.878 0.0446 2.458 0.0832
(0.748) (0.0590) (1.787) (0.0502)

(ln) Manufacturing Employmentg -37.96 1.129 -105.4 -0.442
(44.04) (2.134) (95.08) (1.475)

% White 2.083 0.930 23.93 -0.116
(7.764) (0.843) (20.61) (0.686)

% Less than High School Education 9.251 0.400 7.224 -0.364
(16.29) (1.384) (41.00) (1.354)

Unemployment 74.79 16.49∗∗∗ -61.58 -3.510
(121.0) (5.883) (159.4) (3.340)

(ln) Income per capita -11.08 0.971 -38.11 0.0450
(18.71) (0.647) (41.86) (0.549)

Constant 114.0 -10.50 352.8 -0.252
(181.6) (7.200) (410.4) (6.456)

N 149 149 97 97
adj. R2 0.044 0.079 0.003 -0.048

Notes: Robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p <
0.01. Demographic variables are at the state level. a. 1 if a member’s vote share in the
latest election is less than 0.55. b. The omitted category is ‘Strong Protectionist’ which
refers to members whose trade ideal point is in the first quartile. c: Total export ($K) to
Colombia, Panama, and South Korea in 2010-2011. d: Total import ($K) to Colombia,
Panama, and South Korea in 2010-2011. e: % changes in manufacturing employment,
1990-2007 (Autor, Dorn, and Hanson 2013). f: Changes in exposure to Chinese Imports
per worker, 1990-2007 (Autor, Dorn, and Hanson 2013). g: Manufacturing employment
share.
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Table A6: List of Colombian, Panamanian, and Korean FTA-related Bills

Congress Bill Number Title

111th H.Res.987 Recognizing the importance of trade to the United States economy
and the importance of passing free trade agreements with Colombia, South Korea, and Panama

112th H.Res.86 Recognizing the importance of trade to the United States economy
and the importance of passing free trade agreements with Colombia, South Korea, and Panama

112th H.R.2832 To Extend the Generalized System of Preferences, and for other purposes
112th H.R.3080 United States-Korea Free Trade Agreement Implementation Act
112th S.1642 United States-Korea Free Trade Agreement Implementation Act
112th H.R.3079 United States-Panama Trade Promotion Agreement Implementation Act
112th S.1643 United States-Panama Trade Promotion Agreement Implementation Act
112th H.R.3078 United States-Colombia Trade Promotion Agreement Implementation Act
112th S. 1641 United States-Colombia Trade Promotion Agreement Implementation Act
112th H.Res.418 Providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 2832)

to extend the Generalized System of Preferences, and for other purposes
112th H.Res.425 Providing for consideration of the Senate amendment to the bill (H.R. 2832) to extend

the Generalized System of Preferences, and for other purposes; providing for consideration of
the bill (H.R. 3078) to implement the United States-Colombia Trade Promotion Agreement;
providing for consideration of the bill (H.R. 3079) to implement
the United States-Panama Trade Promotion Agreement; and providing for
consideration of the bill (H.R. 3080) to implement the United States-Korea Free Trade Agreement
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Table A7: Summary Statistics of the Variables

Variable N Mean S.D. Min. Max

Panel A. House
Democrat 438 0.45 0.50 0.00 1.00
Trade Ideal Point 438 -0.01 0.96 -2.52 2.42
Leadership 438 0.08 0.27 0.00 1.00
Committee 438 0.09 0.29 0.00 1.00
Tight Race 438 0.16 0.36 0.00 1.00
(ln) Pro FTA Group Contribution ($) 438 11.80 1.66 0.00 14.35
(ln) Anti FTA Group Contribution ($) 438 7.98 5.21 0.00 14.54
(ln) Population 438 13.46 0.10 13.08 13.85
White Ratio 438 0.74 0.18 0.16 0.97
Lower Education 438 0.44 0.10 0.17 0.73
Unemployment 438 0.09 0.02 0.03 0.23
Income pc 438 10.22 0.25 9.47 11.23
Gini 438 0.45 0.03 0.38 0.60
(ln) Trade with Colombia ($K) 438 11.50 0.78 8.51 14.27
(ln) Trade with Panama ($K) 438 10.21 0.53 7.43 11.50
(ln) Trade with Korea ($K) 438 12.78 0.54 9.79 14.10
% Change in Manufacturing Employment 90-07 435 -4.02 2.01 -16.70 2.28
Change in Chinese Import per Worker, 90-07 435 3.43 1.86 0.65 13.51
Total FTA Lobbying Contacts 438 6.54 12.34 0.00 111
Foreign Lobbying Contact 08-10 438 7.95 14.60 0.00 150

Panel B. Senate
Democrat 101 0.52 0.50 0.00 1.00
Trade Ideal Point 101 0.02 0.77 -1.59 1.98
Leadership 101 0.31 0.46 0.00 1.00
Committee 101 0.09 0.29 0.00 1.00
Tight Race 101 0.23 0.42 0.00 1.00
(ln) Pro FTA Group Contribution ($) 101 12.96 1.59 0.00 15.90
(ln) Anti FTA Group Contribution ($) 101 9.61 4.09 0.00 16.73
(ln) Population 101 15.14 1.01 13.23 17.43
White Ratio 101 0.78 0.13 0.25 0.95
Lower Education 101 0.43 0.05 0.33 0.58
Unemployment 101 0.08 0.02 0.03 0.12
Income pc 101 10.23 0.14 9.95 10.56
Gini 101 0.45 0.02 0.41 0.50
(ln) Trade with Colombia ($K) 101 13.42 1.03 11.24 16.34
(ln) Trade with Panama ($K) 101 12.06 0.94 10.04 14.23
(ln) Trade with Korea ($K) 101 14.58 1.02 11.83 17.02
% Change in Manufacturing Employment 90-07 97 -3.19 2.57 -9.76 2.41
Change in Chinese Import per Worker, 90-07 97 3.46 2.03 0.68 8.62
Total FTA Lobbying Contacts 101 11.50 38.20 0.00 357
Foreign Lobbying Contact 08-10 101 17.55 17.82 0.00 101
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Table A8: Foreign Lobbying and Voting Patterns on FTA Legislation: House

Probit IV

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Columbia Panama Korea Columbia Panama Korea

FTA Contact 0.0152∗∗ 0.0508∗∗∗ 0.0378∗∗∗ 0.0529∗∗∗ 0.0847∗∗∗ 0.0633∗∗∗

(0.00595) (0.0169) (0.0123) (0.0183) (0.0229) (0.0140)
(ln) Pro FTA Contributionsa 0.107∗∗ 0.189∗∗∗ 0.0969∗ 0.0636 0.143∗∗∗ 0.0695

(0.0492) (0.0574) (0.0539) (0.0503) (0.0507) (0.0445)
(ln) Anti FTA Contributionsb -0.0803 -0.209∗∗∗ -0.0641∗∗ -0.0707 -0.188∗∗∗ -0.0622∗∗

(0.0617) (0.0567) (0.0257) (0.0552) (0.0543) (0.0257)
Democrat -0.573 0.770 -1.175 -0.586 0.609 -1.165

(0.870) (0.842) (0.789) (0.819) (0.752) (0.772)
Trade Ideal Point 1.158∗∗∗ 1.135∗∗∗ 0.874∗∗∗ 0.940∗∗∗ 0.945∗∗∗ 0.767∗∗∗

(0.244) (0.218) (0.191) (0.291) (0.262) (0.172)
Leadership 0.305 0.271 0.352 0.0933 0.0406 0.208

(0.317) (0.420) (0.318) (0.288) (0.403) (0.322)
Trade Committeec -0.248 0.831∗ 0.578∗ -0.726∗∗∗ 0.289 0.202

(0.244) (0.495) (0.307) (0.262) (0.607) (0.310)
Tight Racee -0.0201 -0.324 0.114 -0.106 -0.361 0.0548

(0.243) (0.406) (0.324) (0.209) (0.361) (0.298)
DW-Nominate 0.929 2.243∗∗ -0.351 0.953 2.152∗∗ -0.262

(0.972) (1.045) (0.880) (0.903) (0.912) (0.843)
Seniority -0.0527 -0.00748 -0.0334 -0.0606∗ -0.0133 -0.0381∗

(0.0345) (0.0266) (0.0218) (0.0312) (0.0239) (0.0209)
(ln) Population 1.337 -0.193 0.512 0.714 -0.562 0.191

(1.038) (1.136) (1.095) (1.043) (1.101) (1.035)
White Ratio -0.125 0.402 0.00282 0.188 0.710 0.262

(1.253) (1.055) (0.749) (1.232) (1.080) (0.844)
Lower Educatione 2.149 -0.844 1.554 0.900 -1.504 0.979

(2.350) (2.436) (2.393) (2.361) (2.378) (2.305)
Unemployment 0.365 5.269 1.147 2.818 7.161 2.728

(8.126) (7.636) (5.181) (6.785) (7.108) (5.134)
(ln) Income per capita 0.828 0.290 1.226 0.539 0.111 1.060

(0.866) (0.893) (1.017) (0.855) (0.876) (1.067)
Gini -2.039 5.453 0.240 -3.184 5.293 0.0917

(3.699) (3.673) (3.699) (3.548) (3.492) (3.727)
(ln) Trade Volume with j f -0.0607 -0.0403 0.0892 0.0373 0.0402 0.128

(0.135) (0.263) (0.211) (0.128) (0.244) (0.190)
% Change in Manufacturing Emp.g 0.0979 0.0519 0.296∗∗∗ 0.0779 0.0500 0.284∗∗∗

(0.0709) (0.0595) (0.0910) (0.0641) (0.0518) (0.0953)
Competition with Chinese Exporth 0.0540 0.00228 0.0224 0.0445 0.000690 0.0179

(0.0722) (0.0602) (0.0622) (0.0640) (0.0543) (0.0597)
N 425 425 425 425 425 425

Notes: Clustered standard errors are in parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at the state level. ∗p < 0.1,
∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01. a. (ln) Total contributions between 2004 - 2010 from groups that supported the FTAs.
b. (ln) Total contributions between 2004 - 2010 from groups that opposed the FTAs. c. 1 if a member i serves on
the House Ways and Means Committee or the Senate Finance Committee. d. 1 if the vote share in the most recent
election is less than 0.55. e. Ratio of a district population whose education is less than or equal to high school.
f. j ∈ {Columbia, Panama, Korea} depending on the FTA vote. g. % changes in manufacturing employment,
1990-2007 (Autor, Dorn, and Hanson 2013). h: Changes in exposure to Chinese Imports per worker, 1990-2007
(Autor, Dorn, and Hanson 2013).
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C Appendix: First-Stage Results for Instrumental Variable Anal-
ysis

Table A9: Foreign Lobbying and Voting Patterns on FTA Legislation: First Stage Result

(1) (2) (3)
DV = FTA Lobbying Contacts Colombia Panama Korea
Panel A. House

Pre Contact 0.310∗∗∗ 0.310∗∗∗ 0.315∗∗∗

(4.13) (4.10) (4.17)
Other Controls 3 3 3
Kleibergen-Paap F statistic 17.08 16.79 17.38
N 435 435 435
adj. R2 0.290 0.290 0.289

Panel B. Senate

Pre Contact 0.587∗ 0.567∗ 0.557∗

(1.88) (1.87) (1.88)
Other Controls 3 3 3
Kleibergen-Paap F statistic 3.55 3.48 3.55
N 96 96 96
adj. R2 0.083 0.075 0.067

Notes: t statistics in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01. Robust
standard errors are used.
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Figure A6: Relationship between Pre-Foreign Contacts and Total Contacts on FTA (House)
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D Appendix: Robustness Checks
Panel A in Table A10 presents the regression results when I use a country-specific lobbying contact
as a main explanatory variable instead of the total number of contacts by all three countries. Panel B
in Table A10 presents the results when I measure lobbying intensity by money spent on contacting
each member instead of measuring lobbying intensity by number of contacts. To calculate the
dollar amount spent on lobbying each member, I aggregated the total number of contacts made by
each lobbying firm on behalf of each foreign country in every six-month period. Then I divided
the total lobbying fees paid to lobbying firms by foreign governments for the six-month period by
the total number of contacts made during the period. This creates a per-contact cost for each client
country. Then I aggregated the per-contact cost at the member level. As a final product, I now have
the total amounts that the governments of Colombia, Panama, and South Korea separately spent to
contact each member. Both results are consistent with the main results presented in Table 10.

Table A11 presents the regression reulsts when I run the OLS regression with state fixed effects
for the House members. Lobbying contats are significantly correlated with voting to support for
Panam and Korea FTA bills.

Table A12 presents the results for the Senate. Although we have a weak instrument problem
in the case of the Senate, the results show that lobbying contacts (and spending) are positively
correlated with voting for FTAs.

Table A10: Foreign Lobbying and Voting Patterns on FTA Legislation: House

Probit IV

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Columbia Panama Korea Columbia Panama Korea

Panel A: Country-Specific Contact

Colombia Contact 0.0871∗ 0.472∗∗∗

(0.0464) (0.161)
Panama Contact 0.197∗∗ 0.372∗∗∗

(0.0785) (0.0821)
Korea Contact 0.0317∗∗ 0.0798∗∗∗

(0.0124) (0.0167)

Panel B: Lobbying Spending

(ln) Lobbying Spending 0.0233 0.0783∗∗ 0.0410∗∗ 0.216∗∗∗ 0.261∗∗∗ 0.214∗∗∗

(0.0252) (0.0337) (0.0185) (0.0224) (0.0366) (0.0356)
Notes: Standard errors are clustered at the state level and are reported in the parentheses∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05,
∗∗∗p< 0.01. Number of observation is 425 and member-level and member’s district-level controls are included.
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Table A11: Foreign Lobbying and Voting Patterns on FTA Legislation: OLS with State FE in the
House

(1) (2) (3)
DV = Voting for FTA Columbia Panama Korea

FTA Contact 0.00186 0.00343∗∗ 0.00330∗∗

(0.00116) (0.00166) (0.00160)

Controls 3 3 3

State FE 3 3 3

N 425 425 425
adj. R2 0.695 0.540 0.553

Note: Standard errors are clustered at the state level and are re-
ported in the parentheses. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01.

Table A12: Foreign Lobbying and Voting Patterns on FTA Legislation: Senate

Probit IV

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Columbia Panama Korea Columbia Panama Korea

Panel A: Total FTA Contact

Total FTA Contact 0.0284∗∗ 0.0618∗∗∗ 0.00614 0.0309∗∗∗ 0.0758∗∗ 0.0115
(2.05) (3.99) (0.58) (3.09) (2.25) (0.46)

Panel B: Country-Specific Contact

Colombia Contact -0.0707 0.283∗

(-1.14) (1.85)
Panama Contact 0.211∗∗∗ 0.300∗∗

(3.05) (2.80)
Korea Contact -0.00323 0.0493∗∗

(-0.20) (2.41)

Panel C: Lobbying Spending

(ln) Lobbying Spending 0.00114 0.0399 0.0247 0.152∗∗∗ 0.174∗ 0.163∗∗

(0.04) (1.37) (1.20) (2.63) (1.71) (2.44)
Notes: t statistics in parentheses. ∗p < 0.1, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01. Standard errors are clustered at the state level.
Number of observation is 97 and member-level and member’s district-level controls are included.
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E Appendix: A Sample of a Foreign Lobbying Report
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